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with TRPV3-expressing cells (Fig. 4D).
TRPV3 is activated at warm and hot temperatures and is expressed in skin cells (fig.
S2). TRPV3 signaling may mediate a cellautonomous response in keratinocytes upon
exposure to heat. It is also possible that the
heat-induced TRPV3 signal is transferred to
nearby free nerve endings, thereby contributing to conscious sensations of warm and hot.
This hypothesis is supported by indirect evidence that skin cells can act as thermal receptors. For instance, although dissociated
DRG neurons can be directly activated by
heat and cold, warm receptors have only been
demonstrated in experiments where skinnerve connectivity is intact (21, 22). TRPV3
has an activation threshold around 33° to
35°C. The presence of such a warm receptor
in skin (with a resting temperature of 34°C)
and not DRG neurons (with a resting temperature of 37°C at the cell body) would prevent
a warm channel such as TRPV3 from being
constitutively active at core 37°C temperatures. The residual heat sensitivity in TRPV1
knockout mice may also involve skin cells:
Dissociated DRG neurons from TRPV1-null
animals do not respond to moderate noxious
stimulus at all, whereas skin-nerve preparations from such animals do respond (7, 8, 23).
Collectively, these data suggest that a
warmth/heat receptor might be present in the
skin, in addition to the heat receptors in DRG.
If keratinocytes indeed act as thermal receptors, how then is the information transferred to neurons? Synapses have not been
found between keratinocytes and sensory termini; however, ultrastructural studies have
shown that keratinocytes contact, and often
surround, DRG nerve fibers through membrane-membrane apposition (19, 20). Therefore, heat-activated TRPV3 signal from keratinocytes could be transduced to DRG
neurons through direct chemical signaling.
One potential signaling mechanism might involve adenosine triphosphate (ATP). P2X3,
an ATP-gated channel, is present in sensory
endings, and analysis of P2X3 knockout mice
show a strong deficit in coding of warm
temperatures (24, 25). Furthermore, release
of ATP from damaged keratinocytes has been
shown to cause action potentials in nociceptors via the P2X receptors (26).
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Correlated Bursts of Activity in
the Neonatal Hippocampus
in Vivo
Xavier Leinekugel,1,2,3*† Rustem Khazipov,1,4* Robert Cannon,1
Hajime Hirase,2 Yehezkel Ben-Ari,1 György Buzsáki2*
The behavior of immature cortical networks in vivo remains largely unknown. Using multisite extracellular and patch-clamp recordings, we observed recurrent bursts of synchronized neuronal activity lasting 0.5 to 3
seconds that occurred spontaneously in the hippocampus of freely moving
and anesthetized rat pups. The influence of slow rhythms (0.33 and 0.1 hertz)
and the contribution of both ␥-aminobutyric acid A–mediated and glutamate receptor–mediated synaptic signals in the generation of hippocampal
bursts was reminiscent of giant depolarizing potentials observed in vitro.
This earliest pattern, which diversifies during the second postnatal week,
could provide correlated activity for immature neurons and may underlie
activity-dependent maturation of the hippocampal network.
Although a variety of oscillatory and intermittent population patterns have been described in the adult central nervous system
(1, 2), the expression of neuronal activity in
the developing brain remains largely unknown. Previous in vitro investigations in
hippocampus and neocortex have revealed
a number of major developmentally regulated changes in synaptic transmission
properties, including a switch from excitatory to inhibitory effects of ␥-aminobutyric
acid A (GABAA) receptor–mediated sig1
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nals (3–7 ), and rapid changes in glutamate
receptor expression and synaptic connectivity (7–10). Therefore, the patterns of
activity expressed at these early stages of
development may be quite different from
those expressed in the adult brain.
In the neonatal hippocampus and neocortex, oscillatory patterns have been described in vitro. These include giant depolarizing potentials (GDPs) (3, 5, 7, 11–14 )
in the hippocampus, cortical early network
oscillations [cENOs (15)], and synchronized domains (16–19) in the neocortex.
However, the activities expressed in vivo
remain unknown. Correlated patterns of activity, either endogenously generated or
initiated by sensory inputs, may be a general requirement for the proper development of central nervous structures (7, 14,
20–22). Because the early postnatal period
is critical for the activity-dependent maturation of synaptic connections in the cortical structures of the rat (20–23), it is important to reveal the physiological patterns
expressed in these structures in vivo.
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Spontaneous population-field and multiunit activity was recorded from the hippocampus of freely moving rat pups [post-

natal days 4 to 6 (P4 to P6)] (24 ). The most
characteristic field pattern at this age was
the hippocampal sharp wave (SPW), which

Fig. 1. Hippocampal bursts in freely moving rat pups (P4 to P6). (A) Multiple-unit burst discharge in CA1
pyramidal layer (Pyr) and field activity in the neocortex (Cort) and stratum radiatum (SR). Part of the
burst is expanded in (B), showing single units (dots). (C) Field SPW (arrow) associated burst recorded
from the same three sites as in (A). Part of the burst is expanded in (D), showing single units (dots). (E)
Filtered trace (⬎200 Hz) of multiunit activity in CA1 pyramidal layer. Arrows indicate simultaneously
recorded field SPWs. Below the trace is the corresponding multiple unit activity over time. Each vertical
line terminated with a black square represents the firing of one spike (height proportional to the
instantaneous frequency of spikes). Vertical lines terminated with a white circle correspond to multiunit
bursts (heights proportional to the number of spikes in the burst). Note that population-field SPWs
(arrows) co-occur with multiunit bursts. The SPW burst marked by an asterisk corresponds to the event
illustrated in (C). (F) Histogram of interburst intervals (bin: 1 s). Note peaks at 3 and 10 s (arrows),
indicating the influence of slow rhythms (0.33 and 0.1 Hz, respectively) in the occurrence of hippocampal bursts. (G) Cross-correlogram between SPWs (reference) and CA1 multiunit discharge (bin: 10 ms).
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reversed across the CA1 pyramidal layer
and was associated with multiple unit discharges (n ⫽ 3 animals, Fig. 1). Unit firing
in the CA1 pyramidal layer occurred mainly in population bursts (58 ⫾ 10% of all
units belonged to multiunit bursts) lasting
from 0.5 to 3 s and separated by periods of
relative silence (Fig. 1E). Hippocampal
bursts were often (40 ⫾ 10%) associated
with SPWs. The distribution of interburst
intervals (Fig. 1F) revealed a sharp peak at
3 s and a wider peak at 10 s, indicating the
influence of slow rhythms (0.33 and 0.1
Hz, respectively) in their generation. The
level of synchronization as well as the frequency range of the bursts are reminiscent
of the oscillatory activities described in in
vitro preparations at this age (3, 5, 7, 11–
14 ). Bursts occurred mainly during immobility periods, sleep, and feeding. During
crawling, the field was largely flat, a state
associated with irregular unit activity.
Because adult SPW bursts are generated
in the CA3 recurrent network (25), we investigated the SPW events in more detail.
Depth distribution of spontaneous and
evoked field potentials was recorded by
16-site silicon probes (26 ) placed in the
CA1-dentate gyrus axis of urethane-anesthetized rat pups (P3 to P6). Similar to
freely behaving pups, the dominant hippocampal pattern was the field SPW followed by a long “tail” of population unit
firing (interburst interval range 2 to 86 s,
17.5 ⫾ 19 s in average, n ⫽ 12 rats, Fig. 2).
These long, multiunit bursts were no longer
observed in rats older than P10 (n ⫽ 11 rats
at P10 to P30), in contrast to other hippocampal patterns (theta, dentate spikes)
that progressively emerged during the second postnatal week (27, 28). Amplitudeversus-depth profiles of SPWs in P3 to P6
animals revealed a sharp phase-reversal
just below the CA1 pyramidal layer. The
largest amplitude negative deflection occurred in the middle of stratum radiatum.
Stimulation of the ventral hippocampal
commissure evoked field responses with a
depth profile identical to that of the SPW
events (Fig. 2D). These observations suggest that SPWs and associated bursts of
CA1 neurons were brought about by population bursts of the CA3 region and
conveyed by the glutamatergic Schaffer
collaterals to the apical dendrites of CA1
pyramidal cells, similar to the SPW bursts
of the adult hippocampus (2, 26 ). A major
difference between the developing and
adult forms of SPWs was the absence of
fast field “ripples” in the pyramidal layer in
neonates. These 140- to 200-Hz CA1 pyramidal layer oscillations, which are a hallmark of adult SPWs (29), were first observed in P10 animals (n ⫽ 11 animals at
P10 to P30) (28).
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Because early network patterns in the developing hippocampus in vitro are characterized by recurrent GDPs mediated by the synergistic excitation of GABA-mediated
(GABAergic) and glutamatergic synapses (3,
7, 11–14), we combined extracellular and
patch-clamp recordings from pups at P3 to P6
to investigate synaptic currents during hippocampal SPW bursts in anesthetized animals. SPWs were associated with large complex synaptic events in CA1 pyramidal cells
(n ⫽ 11 neurons). In the voltage clamp mode
with a low-chloride intracellular solution
(ECl ⫽ –70 mV), we identified GABAA receptor–mediated
postsynaptic
currents
(PSCs) at glutamate reversal potential (0 mV)
and glutamatergic PSCs at GABAA reversal
potential (–70 mV). The large synaptic currents included both glutamatergic and
GABAergic components (n ⫽ 7) (Fig. 3).
The prominent glutamatergic component of
SPWs probably reflects an excitatory drive
mediated by Schaffer collaterals. Although
SPWs are not expressed in the in vitro preparation, and the glutamatergic component of
in vivo bursts is more pronounced than during in vitro GDPs, the duration, the relatively
rhythmic recurrence of the burst events, and
the associated GABAA receptor–mediated
synaptic currents all suggest that these events
are the in vivo counterparts of GDPs described in vitro (3, 5, 7, 11–14).
Our results suggest that hippocampal
SPW bursts that occur in awake and sleeping rat pups as well as in urethane-anesthetized animals are the main hippocampal
field pattern during the first postnatal days.
First, patterns other than SPWs (theta and
dentate spikes) were also observed in this
study, but only in rats older than 7 days of
age. Second, isolated hippocampal transplants display only sharp wave burst events
(30), supporting the view that this is an
endogenous hippocampal network pattern.
Third, the SPW burst sequence observed in
the hippocampus in vivo is compatible with
the in vitro observation that synchronous
discharges of CA3 pyramidal cells occur
spontaneously and propagate to the CA1
area in hippocampal slices and isolated hippocampi excised from animals younger
than 2 weeks old (5, 7, 13). Although the
immature CA1 subnetwork is able to generate synchronized GABA-mediated bursts
by itself (5, 13), GDPs in CA3 most often
precede CA1 bursts in vitro (13).
We have shown here that spontaneous
SPW bursts in the immature CA1 region
are driven by synaptically activated GABA
and glutamate receptors. Trophic actions of
GABA and glutamate in the immature hippocampus have been suggested by previous
experiments (7, 21). Because CA3 neurons
provide the main afferent pathway to the
CA1 region, the high correlation between

CA1 multiunit activity and SPWs in neonates suggests that SPW bursts provide
synchronized pre- and postsynaptic firing, a
condition that may favor Hebbian modification of developing synapses. Because
neurons rarely discharged between bursts at
this age, these synchronous events represent the major source of correlated neuronal activity for the neonatal hippocampus.
Few studies have examined the temporal
and spatial organization of neuronal activity in developing brain structures in vivo.
Recently, involvement of the thalamus and

visual cortex has been shown in the generation of synchronized activity in the developing lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN)
(31), challenging the classical view that
sensory visual structures were the exclusive
generator of the propagating waves of activity observed in the immature LGN (32).
The present work in the intact animal
shows that the hippocampus also generates
endogenous synchronous activities during
early postnatal life. Because these population bursts represented the majority of hippocampal activity at the earliest develop-

Fig. 2. SPW bursts under urethane anesthesia. (A) Filtered trace (⬎300 Hz) of multiunit
activity in CA1 pyramidal layer. Arrows indicate simultaneously recorded field SPWs. Below the
trace is the multiple unit activity over time, as in Fig. 1E. (B) Wide-band (1 Hz to 5 kHz) and
filtered (⬎400 Hz) traces of the SPW marked by an asterisk in (A). Note prolonged firing (“tail”)
after the field SPW. (C) Cross-correlogram between SPWs (reference) and CA1 multiunit
discharge (bin: 10 ms). (D) Amplitude-versus-depth distribution (left plot) of spontaneous
SPWs and evoked field responses to commissural electrical stimulation (com), recorded with
16-site silicon probe. Example of SPW event in CA1 pyramidal layer (CA1 pyr, triangle),
stratum radiatum (SR, circle), and stratum lacunosum moleculare (LM, star) is shown on the
right.
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Fig. 3. Intracellular correlates of SPW bursts. (A) Intracellular (CA1 pyramidal cell, whole-cell with a
low-chloride–containing pipette solution) and extracellular (stratum radiatum, SR) recordings during
SPW events in a P5 pup. Upper pair: intracellular voltage clamp at glutamate reversal potential (0 mV),
showing presumed GABAA receptor–mediated postsynaptic currents (upward deflections). Lower pair:
intracellular voltage clamp at GABAA reversal potential (⫺73 mV), showing presumed glutamate
receptor–mediated postsynaptic currents (downward deflections). (B) Superimposed traces of intracellular events (left, voltage clamp ⫺73 mV; right, voltage clamp 0 mV) synchronized by the peak of SPWs.
(C) Cross-correlograms between SPWs and presumed AMPA receptor–mediated PSCs (left) and between SPWs and presumed GABAA receptor–mediated PSCs (right).

mental stages, we hypothesize that these
patterns contribute to the maturation and
maintenance of cortical circuits in the newborn rat.
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